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Achieve more...

With expertly refurbished
equipment from GF AgieCharmilles
Good-as-new at a fraction of the cost

Peace of Mind Comes Standard

An investment in the newest industryleading technology may not always be a
viable option at your company’s moment of
need. GFAC RePlay gives your company the
opportunity to invest in good-as-new legacy
machines at a fraction of the cost of new
equipment.

Why buy certified used equipment direct
from the manufacturer rather than a used
machinery dealer? GF AgieCharmilles’ team
of certified RePlay Technicians thoroughly
clean, rebuild and restore all machines to
original factory specifications using original
GF AgieCharmilles parts.

No matter your application’s requirements,
GF AgieCharmilles’ in-house RePlay
department can provide your company with
reliable technology sure to impress for
years to come. Typical RePlay lines include:
+ Agie
+ Mikron
+ Charmilles

For available equipment or more
information please visit
go.us.gfac.com/locate
to find and contact your local
GF AgieCharmilles dealer.

Keep things moving with
Uptime+ and Privilege Club
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Thorough, reliable machine refurbishment is just the
beginning
Protect your investment with GF AgieCharmilles’ Uptime+ program.
More than just a service and support program, Uptime+ dedicates the
comprehensive suite of GF AgieCharmilles’ resources along with free
productivity assessments needed to strengthen your operations:
+ Preventative maintenance		
+ Training
+ Machine warranty			
+ Technical support
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Are you part of the club?
Improve productivity and lower consumables and wear parts costs
with Privilege Club. Privilege Club allows members to earn points for
each dollar invested in consumables. Points are good toward options,
accessories and upgrades, operator training and preventative
maintenance contracts.
All GF AgieCharmilles customers are immediately eligible to
participate in the program through automatic enrollment. Already an
Agie Charmilles customer? Join now by visiting:
us.gfac.com/uptime/privilege.

